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Pol-Con Consulting runs MagiCAD for MEP
Pol-Con Consulting is a leading Polish
design company with an extensive
MagiCAD experience. They have been
using MagiCAD for more than five
years in a large number of projects.

One of their recent assignments is Park
Biznesu Teofilów, a commercial and
office development in the city of Lodz
in Poland. The first of four nine-storey
buildings is already finished. It will
provide about 9,000 m2 of office space
and a two-storey underground parking
garage for 126 cars.

Pol-Con’s assignment
Pol-Con Consulting’s work covered the
design of MEP installations for Park
Biznesu Teofilów – ventilation, heating,
cooling, water and sewage. They used
MagiCAD Ventilation and MagiCAD
Heating & Piping on AutoCAD
technology.

The whole ventilation design was per-
formed in 3D. Other installations were
designed with a mix of 2D and 3D. The
more simple and repetitive installa-
tions were done in 2D, while piping
installations in more crowded areas
such as connection rooms, engine
rooms and garages were done in 3D.

Flexible delivery
In this project Pol-Con delivered the
final design as traditional drawings on
paper, and as a complete digital model
in .dwg format. The contractor could
easy visualize the entire design in 3D
with the help of MagiCAD Object
Enabler.

The office spaces in the Park Biznesu Teofilów buildings are equipped with
modern telephone communication systems, fire safety solutions, access control
and CCTV systems, effective air-conditioning, and a backup energy generator that
powers all the systems. Building design by PRC Architekci Sp. z o.o.
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”We use MagiCAD for all our mechanical
design work,” says Sebastian Zielinski,
MagiCAD designer at Pol-Con Consulting
in Poland.

“MagiCAD saves a lot of time, especially
when it comes to more complicated instal-
lations. For example, you don’t need to
manually calculate heights of ducts and
pipes. The fact that you can perform colli-
sion control while you are designing, and
the automatic generation bills of materials
are other important benefits.”

Pol-Con Consulting
Pol-Con Consulting Sp z o.o. was established in Warsaw, Poland in 1991 as a consulting
company providing engineering and installation design services. Pol-Con Consulting
specializes in the design of building installations and infrastructure, with a focus on
offices, retail, commercial, hotel and industrial buildings. The company employs about
50 engineers working in the fields of air-conditioning, heating, refrigeration, plumbing,
fire protection, electrical and IT design.
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